Review of
Accu-Sim V35B Beechcraft Bonanza
Created by A2A Simulation

Intro
The Bonanza 35 is a single engine, piston driven, four seated, low wing, civil utility aircraft built by
Beechcraft since the late 1940’es. The model 35 is part of the famous series of Bonanza aircrafts
covering also the Model 33 and 36.
The production of the Model 35 featuring the very distinctive V-tail stopped back in 1982, but still
today the Model 36 is still on the production line. The Model 33 is basically the Model 35 featuring a
conventional tail instead of the V-tail and the Model 36 is a stretched version of the Model 33 adding
up to six seats.
Over the years the Bonanza 35 got quite a reputation and people found that to fly the aircraft required a
high skill level. There were several accidents as well as fatal accidents and the aircraft became known
as the ‘forked-tail doctor killer’.
The version tested in this review is the V35B as stated in the manual from A2A Simulations, meaning
the V-tail version, so I really hope that I have a high enough skill level to meet the requirements for this
legendary bird.

General Information & Aircraft Specs for Bonanza 35










Produced by
National Origin
First Flight
Introduction
Role
Produced
Built
Status

Beechcraft
United States
December 22nd, 1945
1947
Civil Utility Aircraft
1947 – 1982 (V-tail)
>17,000 (873 V35B)
Out of production











Crew
Capacity
Length
Height
Wingspan
Empty Weight
Gross Weight
Power Plant
Propeller

One
Four including the pilot
26 ft 5 in
7 ft 7 in
33 ft 6 in
2,088 lbs
3,412 lbs
1x Teledyne Continental IO-520-BA/BB 285 hp / IO-550 300 hp
1x 3-bladed McCauley Constant Speed









Max Cruise VNO/VC
Max VNE
Max Flap VFE
Max Flap VFE
MTOW
Fuel Capacity
Range

165 KCAS / 167 KIAS
195 KCAS / 196 KIAS
150  KCAS 152 / KIAS 154
300  KCAS 122 / KIAS 123
3,400 lbs
80 gal (usable 74 gal)
800 nmi incl. taxi and 45 min. reserve fuel

Purchase, Download and Installation
I purchased this aircraft at the new Flightsim.com store at www.Store.Flightsim.com – This was my
first time using this store so first I had to be registered before being able to make the purchase and
download of the aircraft. This was super easy and I was up and running on the website within half a
minute or so.
Making the purchase and thereafter the download of the aircraft was also easy – the store functions are
very similar to the FSPilotShop that I normally use, so I found the user interface to be very familiar and
very user friendly.
The download was completed with about 1.9MB/sec which is a fair download speed – this mend that
the entire download took about 3 minutes since the zip-file for download was of 363MB. This is
actually not that huge a file for such a comprehensive, feature full and detailed aircraft.
The filename is ‘ATS-295-Bonanza_P3Dv4_Professional.zip’ and this is the professional version for
the Prepar3Dv4 platform; the test platform used is the Prepar3Dv4.3. The downloaded version was the
v18.9.15.1 however, during the installation I got a notice about an update that was ready and if I
wanted to download and install that update as well – of course I did; this was just about 25MB more so
that took no time to also download and the aircraft now became the v18.9.29.0 which is the version
used for this test and review.
Before starting the installation process I read the ‘Read before Installation’ file found next to the
installer.exe in the download folder. Basically the file gives you a heads up for what could be a good
idea as e.g. its recommended to not install the aircraft within the default P3Dv4 directory structure as
also stated from LM – You can of course select whichever location or folder you wish but by default
the path to the installation folder is on your C:\Users etc.
The installation itself only too about 15-20 seconds and was very easy – the installer was very user
friendly and quickly guided me through the very simple process.
This installation also features a huge and very comprehensive aircraft manual created as a 112 pages
PDF file and featuring an abundance of specific data, information, procedures, requirements etc. This
manual I would recommend going through or at least skimming the most important parts before taking
on the first flight.
Included in this aircraft add-on is one model with four high quality liveries that are perfectly placed
within the virtual hangar and to be found under A2A Simulations.

Tools and Programs
Included in this aircraft pack is also two smaller programs which both support this add-on; one is the
Bonanza Aircraft Configurator and the other is the Bonanza Input Configurator. Both programs are
placed as default on your C-drive and can also be found in your Windows start menu.
C:\Users\’your specific user’\Documents\Prepar3D v4 Add-Ons\A2A\A2A\Bonanza35\Tools
The Bonanza Aircraft Configurator is a program where you can customize the aircraft within certain
specifics and thereby gain more on the visual appearance as well as to add 3rd party GPS systems
however; this of course will have an impact on your systems performance.
On your starting screen you can select e.g. the entry of the GPS which directs you to the sub page
where you are now able to select a default GPS, the Reality XP version or the Flight1 version – the
Reality XP and Flight1 GPS systems are not included in this addon and will have to be purchased
separately before being able to add these.
You can also enter the menu of Dynamic Lights where you select/de-select which lights that should be
impacted which is awesome since you now can control the impact on the performance in greater
details. The 4K is for use with the 2D panel where you can set the 4K texture scale from 100% - 200%
and the Mirrors are the detailed visuals for several options. Here you are also able to select the texture
size from 8 – 256 but please do be aware that the more you select and the higher texture size, the more
the performance will be impacted – this also on high end systems flying over dense and high quality
sceneries. I did my test primarily with the settings of ‘Enable Mirror’ and ‘Show Weather’ with a
texture size of 32 and this I found to be a nice setting for my system still getting me a smooth and
realistic flight experience.

The Bonanza Input Configurator is intended to be a tool for assigning various functions to e.g. a
joystick or buttons/toggle switches etc. This is basically a standard assigning tool with a number of
functions found within the add-on and which here easily can be mapped to various buttons on e.g. a
joystick or similar etc. This tool I did not use since I do all my assigning of functions using either the
standard P3Dv4 tool or the FSUIPC from Pete Dawson however; the tool seems to be very simple and
user friendly with a limited number of functions available.
Furthermore A2A has included another feature which is the auto-search-and-install-update feature
which can be found and triggered also from the Windows Start Menu under ‘A’

For the serious sim-pilots that enjoys all aspects of flight, A2A has also included an awesome extra set
of features using the ‘Shift+Number keys’ – please do note that these features are only available when
the aircraft is loaded and some of the features are only available when the engine is off. E.g. the very
popular maintenance hangar which is also found for several other A2A add-ons and also the pre-flight
inspection / walk-around to check and verify that the aircraft is fit for flight.
Here below are the various selectable feature windows where you can find e.g. pay- and fuel load
manager, controls also featuring selectable auto-start, cold & dark start, damage setting etc. There are
also pilot’s notes, power settings, quick radios, map and of course the pre-flight inspection and
maintenance hangar. All these extra features are very nicely integrated; they are very user friendly and
absolutely add greatly to the experience of being a real Bonanza pilot. Visually I personally like the
pay- and fuel load manager very much together with the pre-flight inspection and the maintenance
hangar because A2A has really put a lot of effort into making this as real as possible for all aspects of
flight as well as super user friendly.

The ‘Shift+7’ keys opens up the maintenance hangar – please do note that the hangar only opens up if
the engine is off. In the maintenance hangar you are now able to perform quite detailed maintenance on
your aircraft with inspection, repair or even an engine overhaul. You can also select a specific tire type;
a specific battery or even if the engine should be the IO520 or IO550.
You can also add or remove the wingtip tanks and also the curtains inside the cabin – flying the aircraft
with curtains adds to the realism and experience of the aircraft but is a pain in my opinion because they
take a lot of the view from the pilot seat over the wings.

The ‘Shift+8’ keys opens up the window featuring the Pre-Flight Inspection – this feature is absolutely
a very awesome extra feature for this add-on which also adds greatly to the realism and experience of
being a real pilot. This feature enables you to perform the walk around of the aircraft and do the various
inspections. On the feature map of the aircraft there are a bobble for each inspection point and these
bobbles are clickable meaning that if you click a bobble you will open up the visual of that specific
inspection point – Now that is awesome and certainly a huge plus for the serious simmer. Additionally
when you have clicked on an inspection point, you now get the inspection info of what to inspect and
also the possibility to actually do an action.
E.g. you can click the inspection point on the tail which now changes the view to the tail section and
provides a short description. If you click the first icon in the ‘Actions’ menu, then this action will tie
down the tail. Clicking the second icon will open up the extra detailed window as seen here below,
which indicates what to look for and what to inspect. The third icon checks the connectivity of the
elevator and the mechanics behind by pressing on the elevators up/down – this is also animated so that
when you click this action you will see the elevators move slightly and also hear the movement.

External
Loading the aircraft and taking a look at the model itself I found as I also expected, a very detailed and
beautiful rendition of the V-tailed Bonanza. The model features lots of unique and realistic details and
for sure awesome eye candy everywhere I looked.
Everything from the sharp and pointy spinner to the fuselage, the wings and wing roots and of course
the famous and unique and distinctive tail section is beautifully modeled and covered with high quality,
multi-layer textures featuring a polished look of an old aircraft that do show signs of wear and tear –
beautiful and very authentic for sure.
The various metal plates including all the rivets, the various markings and labels etc. are all nicely
included in the textures and all this absolutely do provide a greater and enhanced visual experience of
this classic bird. The model stands out as being very true to real life and very authentic with a great and
realistic appearance.
The model also features numerous animations like door, gear and gear suspension, control surfaces
(elevator, aileron and rudder), flaps, trims etc. All animations are created very life like with a realistic
motion and it seems like A2A has really put a lot of focus in creating this aircraft as realistic as
possible. As far as I know A2A actually also had or maybe still have this aircraft in their real world
hangar, and this in my opinion increases the trust towards A2A for really going into deep detailing for
the pleasure of the sim pilots.
Setting the focus on the effects for this model, then certainly there are also added various effects like
the lights, the propeller and the smoke when starting up the engine. There is also a light shake effect of
the aircraft when the engine starts up but this is quickly over when the engine is running at idle.
The lights are crystal clear and feature a warm and realistic bright shine that certainly is very enjoyable
viewing the aircraft at night times. The smoke effect is only when starting the engine which provides a
small but fair amount of relatively dense smoke which very quickly is blown away by the propeller – if
you throttle up and down rapidly and get the engine to choke, you will also experience small bursts of
smoke coming from the engine exhausts just below the cockpit.
The propeller effect is good and fair with a realistic look to it and I of course like that by increasing the
rpms the propeller also changes visually – not much but enough for it to be good and realistic.

Internal
Going into the aircraft was certainly a very good and realistic experience – the cockpit is a beautiful
virtual cockpit completely filled with an abundance of details, high quality modeling, 100% working
buttons, switches and systems; truly a very authentic rendition of the classic Bonanza cockpit.
The cockpit in general is very lifelike and the seats with the leather cracks and stitches are just perfect
for creating a very authentic atmosphere. I very much enjoy that an old aircraft like this one also shows
a certain degree of wear and tear on both the outside but certainly also on the inside and this was
exactly what I found. Perfect!
There is no 2D cockpit included, only the virtual cockpit but this is so well made that I think most
simmers would prefer the virtual cockpit anyway. There are so many details included and the modeling
of everything is done to perfection – down to even extremely small details and then everything is
hereafter covered with high quality, multi-layer, very lifelike textures that just creates the most perfect
and authentic atmosphere when sitting in the seat and powering up the engine.
The panel is true to real life images that I found on the internet and I very much like that all around the
panel and cockpit there are signs of wear and tear – this give character to the complete experience. The
depth performance is awesome and the finish is spot on; this is absolutely a cockpit that has had a lot of
focus.
Inside the cockpit I also found nummerous animations such as the controls (yoke and pedals), various
levers, buttons, switches and of course the gauges etc. All animations are carefully created and features
a very realistic and smooth motion. One thing I did notise about the gauges what that when taxiing over
a rough surface like grass or small bumps or similar, I would expect some of the needles in the gauges
to be impacted – meaning that I would expect a needle movement behaviour as e.g. in the A2A
Cherokee. What I found was almost perfect un-impacted needles except for the VSI which was already
impacted by the shake from the engine at idle but also the EGT needle showed a tiny impact which just
again adds to the experience, the realism and the atmosphere of this aircraft.
There are some various effects included like the light effect which is really superb. You can control the
cockpit lights in the overhead where you can switch on/off the white color for both left and right side,
but you can also turn on either the red or green light or both, which gives a much more soft light when
e.g. flying at night time than the whte lights. The landing light is very powerful and illumitates the
gound perfectly with a bright shine.
When the engine starts up the cockpit panel shakes heavily and even when the engine is running at idle,
the panel still features the shake effect. This shake effect corresponds nicely to the rpms meaning that
the higher rpms on the engine the smaller the shake effect becomes – really nice, this also when just

having the engine at idle while performing the preps before taxiing, it’s just so awesome to sit in an
environment that seems so realistic.
Finally there is another really awesome effect that I noticed when flying the aircraft on a rainy day. The
rain effect is really good and very realistic – when you get into the aircraft with engine off there is not
really anything out of the ordinary, but when you start up the engine you will experience the raindrops
shaking on the windshield and suddently the raindrops will start moving upwards due to the wind
provided by the propeller. It does not stop there because when you throttle up and accelerates down the
runway, the raindrops movement upwards will also accelerate – really a superb and very realistic detail.

Sound
The sounds included in this aircraft are absolutely high quality and authentic sounds – especially the
sound of the engine. Externally the sound of the engine is very similar to other GA aircrafts available
for P3Dv4 however, with a superb idle sound for the propeller when standing behind the wings – here
you can really hear the propeller blades cutting through the air molecules. The sound of the engine
when sitting in the cockpit is much enhanced and is absolutely awesome!
The sound set is very complex and provides the entire parts from engine start, idle, rpms increasing and
to engine shut-down. Even just the sound of the engine when running at idle is superb with a very
authentic and realistic deep rumble. Increasing the rpms also increases the deep rumble which then
pitches up a bit but still keeps the powerful roar that certainly provides the simmer with a sense of great
power – I almost got the chills when testing this on my 7.1 surround sound with the subwoofer turn up
a bit more than normal.. Wow!
Also included are several other sound set as e.g. the environmental sounds featuring clicks etc when
clicking buttons or toggle switches or using the flaps etc. You also have the stall horn which sounds
very realistic and when flying you can also hear the wind outside the window – flying faster the wind
outside increases in volume but when flying slowly with the engine at idle or with the engine off, the
wind is also very noticeable and good quality
I tested both the external and internal sounds in both ordinary stereo, 2.1 with front speakers and an
active sub and finally also with my 7.1 surround sound setup – all the included sounds are created
perfectly and of a great quality and certainly represents this aircraft beautifully with a real and authentic
experience. Actually there are also a sound set that covers the pre-flight inspection as well as a sound
set for the maintenance hangar – these sound sets are not that complex but provides an extra deep
experience of the aircraft.

Flight Dynamics and Characteristics
The flight dynamics was great fun to test and even though I haven’t flown this bird in real life, I am
quite stunned by the effort put into all aspects of this addon, and here especially how this aircraft flies
and behaves during various settings and weather themes.
The aircraft is very challenging to fly and certainly not easy so I understand why it got its bad
nickname for sure. I started out with a taxi which actually is very easy to perform. The engine reacts
fairly quickly, the steering is with a quick and firm reaction, the aircraft can turn 180 degrees on a very
small radius and to top that, the brakes are very efficient.
Powering up the engine for takeoff generates quite some torque which of course is controllable but do
be very careful when lifting off; now you will be impacted with a heavy torque throwing the nose to the
left. If this is true to real life I am uncertain, it is really a heavy torque and I experienced it on all my
test flights – maybe it has something to do with the V-tail not being as efficient as a straight upward
tail? To overcome this I found that when the nose wheel lifted off the runway I applied additional
rudder to the right side to compensate for the torque impacted when the main wheels lifted off – this
made the takeoff smoother, but wow it did take me quite some time to master since the controls are
very sensitive.
Flying the Bonanza was much like flying other smaller GA aircrafts but the controls are certainly
sensitive and you need to plan every turn and coordinate correctly with all controls, just like in real life.
I did a test on the secondary impacts of both the ailerons and the rudder. When just applying the rudder
as e.g. the right rudder pushing the nose to the right, the secondary impact will be that the right wing
also slowly drops like if you were using the ailerons – this was perfectly simulated into this addon but
when testing the secondary effect on the ailerons the aircraft failed. When e.g. using only the ailerons
for a left turn (meaning without the use of the rudder), the secondary impact should be that the nose
would be pushed to the right (going upwards) thereby creating a very dangerous flying position – what
I found was that applying left ailerons also gave me left rudder. I checked the function with the autorudder in the P3D menu to see if that was activated and thereby would override the simulation, but no,
the auto-rudder was disabled. That was a small minus on the realism.
Moving on I tested the behavior of the aircraft when stalling it and whether it would or would not enter
a realistic spin. My first stall test was straight up 10 degrees, flaps and gear up and throttle at idle – the
result was a shake, nose drop and a spin that was entered to the right. I now did the test once again but
with the flaps and gear down instead; the result was a shake at a lower IAS which I had also expected,
nose drop but no spin entry – the aircraft continued to be controllable however extremely wobbly.
The next stall tests was with nose up 10 degrees, 45 degree bank angle, flaps and gear up and throttle at
idle. This I did to both the left and the right and the result was a shake, nose drop and full spin entry
primarily to the right even when banking to the left. Only a few times I encountered a spin-like state to

the left. I am not sure if that is realistic but it could of course have something to do with the torque
however; this was all performed with the engine at idle.
Just to see if the engine rpms would impact the stall I did the stalls once again but now with both 50%
and 100% rpms – now the result was a full spin to the left instead of the right so my guess is that the
aircraft would normally spin to the right but due to the powerful torque, the aircraft is forced into a spin
to the left. It was very interesting to see how the aircraft behaved under these conditions and also a very
good way to experience and learn how this aircraft flies and where the boarders for safe flight are.
There are not that many chimes included and I only experience a chime/warning if I had the throttle at
idle with flaps and gear up meaning the landing gear warning. I did not hear any overspeed warning or
other warnings but that might be very true to real life since this aircraft is just an old GA.
I also tested the max speed in level flight with no wind and according to the specs I should reach 167
KIAS and what I saw on the needle was 168 KIAS meaning that was like spot-on. Secondary to this
test I noticed the wind outside which was low volume flying slow but did increase greatly when flying
fast – really nice and realistic detail.
A couple of other things I also tested were e.g. when lowering the flaps I would expect the nose to also
lower automatically and vise versa. This was beautifully integrated into the flight dynamics and
certainly provided me for a more realistic but also more challenging flight.
Coming in high for landing on a small strip you have in real life the option of performing a wingglide/sideslip, but most available add-ons does not have this feature however; the A2A Bonanza do and
it is awesome. You are able to drop altitude very fast but it is not easy and you certainly need to be
100% in control all the time because this aircraft is a challenge to fly and performing this action
requires even more skills. Luckily I often trained in real life the wing-glide/sideslip as well as stall and
spins since I did a lot of aerobatics, so I quickly adapted to the behavior of the Bonanza.
Landing the aircraft with no wind is fairly easy and much like a regular GA but in windy conditions the
Bonanza is very much alive and do require 100% focus – the flight dynamics is absolutely one of my
favorite things about this aircraft because they are so realistic and authentic and takes me back in
memory of all the hours I spend flying several years ago.

Conclusion
To wrap up my complete experience of this aircraft created by A2A Simulations, then this is really a
high quality add-on featuring a superb and authentic rendition of the famous classic V-tailed Bonanza.
Not only high quality modeling, but just as much high quality, life-like, multi-layer textures showing
tiny details and awesome realistic wear and tear.
You have an authentic virtual cockpit and cabin area with yet again high quality modeling and textures,
you have an abundance of unique and specific details and eye candy where ever you look – I see that
A2A Simulations has indeed had a great focus on all aspects of this add-on and they have succeeded
perfectly. The sound is very realistic and provides the extra touch to the experience of the aircraft.
If you like flying GA aircraft once in a while or always, then I will certainly recommend this aircraft to
you – it has so many great features and provides you with the complete package where you are also
able to perform the pre-flight inspection and the maintenance to make sure the aircraft does not run into
failures during flight.
This is one of the best GA aircraft that I have tested ever and I want to thank A2A Simulations for
creating this awesome, authentic and realistic classic aircraft for the flight simulation community – You
have certainly kept your focus and high level of quality as also seen in your previous releases. Thanks
and keep up the excellent work!
The aircraft scored a beautiful 4.90 out of 5 – it is rarely that I see such a comprehensive and awesome
aircraft with such a level of quality.
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Windows 10 (64-bit)
Windows 7 (32-bit) (secondary system)
Intel Core™ i7-4790K 4x4.00GHz (Turbo 4x4.40GHz)
Asus Maximus VII Ranger (ROG-series)
Antec Kuhler H20 650 Water Cooler
Kingston HyperX Beast-series 32Gb DDR3-2133 RAM
500Gb Samsung 850 EVO SSD
3Tb Seagate Barracura (7200rpm, 6Gb/s)
Asus GeForce GTX 980 Strix OC 4Gb
150/150Mbit Fiber Internet Connection
Prepar3D v4+
REX SkyForce 3D
XPlane 11
FSX + Acceleration Pack
REX Overdrive for FSX

Model 35 Bonanza Variants (from the Wiki)

35
(1947–1948), main production with 165 hp (123 kW) Continental E-185-1 engine, 1500 built
A35
(1949) Model 35 with higher takeoff weight, and minor internal changes, 701 built
B35
(1950) A35 with a 165hp Continental E-185-8 engine and other minor changes, 480 built
C35
(1951-1952) B35 with a 185hp Continental E-185-11 engine, metal propeller, larger tail surfaces, and
higher takeoff weight, approved for the Lycoming GO-435-D1 engine, 719 built
D35
(1953) C35 with increased takeoff weight and minor changes, 298 built, approved for the Lycoming GO435-D1 engine
E35
(1954) D35 with optional E-225-8 engine and minor changes, 301 built
F35
(1955) E35 with extra rear window each side, 392 built
G35
(1956) F35 with a Continental E-225-8 engine, 476 built
H35
(1957) G35 with a Continental O-470-G engine, strengthened structure and internal trim changes, 464 built
J35
(1958) H35 with a fuel injected Continental IO-470-C engine, optional autopilot, and improved instruments,
396 built
K35
(1959) J35 with fuel load increase, optional fifth seat and increased takeoff weight, 436 built

M35
(1960) K35 with cambered wingtips and minor changes, 400 built
N35
(1961) M35 with a 260 hp Continental IO-470-N engine, increased fuel capacity, increased takeoff weight,
and teardrop rear side windows, 280 built
035
(1961) Experimental version, an N35 fitted with laminar flow airfoil and redesigned landing gear, only one
built
P35
(1962–1963) N35 with new instrument panel and improved seating, 467 built
S35
(1964–1965) P35 with a Continental IO-520-B engine, higher takeoff weight, longer cabin interior, optional
fifth and sixth seat, and new rear window, 667 built
V35
(1966–1967) S35 with higher takeoff weight, single-piece windshield, optional turbocharged TSIO-520-D
engine (as V35-TC), 873 built
V35A
(1968–1969) V35 with a streamlined windshield and minor changes, optional turbocharged TSIO-520-D
engine (as V35A-TC), 470 built
V35B
(1970–1982) V35A with minor improvements to systems and trim, optional turbocharged TSIO-520-D
engine (as V35B-TC), 24-volt electrical system (1978 and on), 873 built

